
Instructions When Writing a Dangerous Goods Declaration 

Sender: Please write the person sender who hands the goods to Strandfaraskip Landsins (SSL) 

SSL Booking Number: Please write the same number as on the cargo letter 

Pages...of...pages: If there is only one page please write 1 of 1 or 1/1. If there for example are 3 pages, 

please write page 1 of 3 or 1/3 

Shipper: Please write the same information as in the sender box 

Booking number: Please write the same number as on the cargo letter 

Transport document number: Please write the same number which you wrote in the row of the transport 

documents 

Freight Forwarder: Please only write in this box if a freight forwarder has been involved. See also item 

number 4.  

Recipient: Please write whom you are posting the goods to. 

Transporter: Please write SSL 

The name of the ship and journey: You will get this information when you contact SSL, you will 

simultaneously receive the booking number.  

In case of emergency please contact by telephone with country code: Shipper/Sender telephone nr.  

Reception place: If the goods are transported from Tórshavn please write Tórshavn. In other words, please 

write the harbour where you ship the goods from or where the goods are handed to shipment. 

Cargo harbour: On the Faroes this will be the same as the reception area, i.e. where the goods are handed 

in for further shipment 

Destination: Please write the name of the place where the goods are shipped to, i.e. the name where the 

recipient lives 

Further information: Conc. handling if further action is required in connection with the transport. There 

can for example be special reservations in connection with lashing, or maybe the goods cannot bear 

sunlight or water. Simultaneously control and danger temperatures may be required. 

Number of pieces and sort: Please state here how many pieces are transported and what sort of wrapping 

has been used. With pieces we mean how many packages/pallets or resembling these. If for example 20 

cardboard boxes are stacked and boxed on a pallet this is only one piece. On the other hand if you ship 20 

cardboard boxes on their own this will be shipped as 20 pieces. With sort we mean what sort of wrapping 

has been used for example pallets, cartons, barrels or bottles.  

UN number: Write the right Un number 

Material´s packing group: I, II or III 

Material´s gross weight: Please state how much the shipment weighs 

Seal no: Please write the number that the seal has, if the cargo has a seal on it 



Size and type of container: Is it at 20 or 40-foot container? Is it a reefer (R), reefer high (RH), dry cargo 

(DC), mini container (MC), flat rack (FR), flat pack collapsible (FC), flat bed (FB) or open top (OT)? 

Tara: Please write the weight of container (must be written in kilos) 

Gross weight including tara:  Please write the good´s weight including the Tara weight must be written in 

kilos) 

Container certificate: Only write this if the container is packed and sealed by the sender. If the container is 

packed and sealed by anybody other than SSL, please write a container pack certificate. By signing, the 

sender confirms all rules about packing, sending and packing are up kept. 

Sender´s declaration: By signing this part, the sender declares that he applies to all rules and regulations 

Page 2: Please write in this if several types of goods are sent that aren´t only stated on page 1. 

Remarks: 

-There should be 3 copies of the form 

-To avoid misunderstandings the form is also done in English  

  

 

 

 


